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Kyle Dean Massey 
 

“Kyle Dean Massey's tough, tender Tony grabs hold of 
"Something's Coming" and "Maria," showing you his 

exceptional vocal range.”      BND.com 
 

“Kyle Dean Massey brings a smooth tenor and  
convincing acting to his performance…”  LADUE News 

 

“Kyle Dean Massey is terrific in the 
title role”  Mark G. Auerbach  The 

Westfield News 
As Pippin, Massey, has a powerful voice 
and the required charm that must keep 

us engaged as his character travels on his 
self-indulgent search. Frank Rizzo 

Hartford Courant 
 

Biography 

Kyle Dean Massey currently appears on the 
small screen as singer, songwriter and country 
heartthrob, Kevin Bicks on ABC’s Nashville.   
Kyle Dean was last seen on Broadway in the 
title role of Pippin. He previously starred on Broadway as Gabe in Next to Normal, Fiyero in 
Wicked, and Thalia in Xanadu.  Off Broadway he was seen as Matthew in Altar Boyz and Billy 
Ray Jackson in Lucky Guy. 

Kyle Dean has had the opportunity to perform throughout the U.S. as Fiyero in Wicked and as 
Billy Lawlor in 42nd Street, which he also performed in Japan.  He played the title role in the 
musical Jekyll and Hyde in the world tour in South Korea.  Kyle Dean was Tony in West Side Story 
at the MUNY Opera in St. Louis. 

He has also participated in many readings and workshops including as Elder Michaels in the 
Book of Mormon and Spot Conlon in Newsies, among others. 

Kyle Dean was raised in Jonesboro, Arkansas, a town 60 miles northwest of Memphis, TN.  He 
started taking dance classes at age 6 after seeing his older sister perform in a local production 
of The Nutcracker.  Although he spent almost all of his adolescent years singing in school choirs 
and studying the piano, it wasn’t until his sophomore year of high school that he did his first 
musical.  He has now performed in over 60 productions and can be heard on numerous 
recordings. 

In addition to his stage work, Kyle Dean has been seen on the screen in The Good Wife (CBS), 
Inside Amy Schumer (Comedy Central), Up All Night (NBC), Hart of Dixie (CW), Cupid (ABC), 
Sex And the City 2 (HBO Films) and the upcoming film Contest.  He has also performed on Good 
Morning America, The CBS Early Show, Regis & Kelly and The 62nd Annual Tony Awards.  While 
starring in Next to Normal, Kyle Dean was the star of his own popular web-blog series, Normal 
Life, on Broadway.com. 
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Kyle Dean loves to teach and serves as a masterclass instructor and panel contributor for 
several different organizations including Camp Broadway, Broadway Artists Alliance, Broadway 
Connection, The Missouri Fine Arts Academy and Arkansas State University. 

Kyle Dean is a passionate supporter of Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS, The Trevor Project 
and various human rights groups.  He frequently performs in charity concerts at various venues 
across New York City. 


